Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Emergency Medicine Book Collection

Provides fast answers to common questions that arise during the emergency medical encounter, as well as detailed information for continuing education and research.

Ovid's unique Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Emergency Medicine Book Collection is an essential resource for information on emergency medicine - and the only collection of its kind available from any vendor. It consists of 17 emergency medicine reference texts and manuals, including one of the two primary pediatric emergency medicine texts, a leading adult emergency medicine text, and six quick reference manuals covering general emergency medicine, toxicology, airway management, trauma, orthopaedics, and procedures.

The collection is well-suited to residents and attending physicians in emergency medicine, medical students, nurses, and other clinicians who provide emergent care, as well as researchers specializing in emergency medicine topics.
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What's Included
5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult
5-Minute Toxicology Consult
Atlas of Clinical Emergency Medicine
Avoiding Common Errors in the Emergency Department
Decision Making in Emergency Critical Care: An Evidence-Based Handbook
Emergency and Trauma Radiology: A Teaching File
Emergency Medicine Evidence: The Practice-Changing Studies
Essential Emergency Procedures
Field Guide to Urgent and Ambulatory Care Procedures
Fleisher & Ludwig's Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine
Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine
Harwood-Nuss' Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine
Orthopaedic Office and Emergency Procedures
Practical Guide to Emergency Ultrasound
Rosen & Barkin's 5-Minute Emergency Medicine Consult
Trauma Manual, The: Trauma and Acute Care Surgery
Visual Guide to ECG Interpretation, A
Walls Manual of Emergency Airway Management, The